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Administrator Hiring Drove 28% Boom in
Higher-Ed Work Force, Report Says
By Scott Carlson

Thirty-four pages of research, branded with a staid title and rife

with complicated graphs, might not seem like a scintillating read,

but there’s no doubt that a report released on Wednesday will

punch higher education's hot buttons in a big way.

The report, "Labor Intensive or Labor Expensive: Changing

Staffing and Compensation Patterns in Higher Education," says

that new administrative positions—particularly in student services

—drove a 28-percent expansion of the higher-ed work force from

2000 to 2012. The report was released by the Delta Cost Project, a

nonprofit, nonpartisan social-science organization whose

researchers analyze college finances.

What’s more, the report says, the number of full-time faculty and

staff members per professional or managerial administrator has

declined 40 percent, to around 2.5 to 1.

Full-time faculty members also lost ground to part-time

instructors (who now compose half of the instructional staff at

most types of colleges), particularly at public master’s and

bachelor’s institutions.

And the kicker: You can’t blame faculty salaries for the rise in

tuition. Faculty salaries were "essentially flat" from 2000 to 2012,

the report says. And "we didn't see the savings that we would have

expected from the shift to part-time faculty," said Donna M.

Desrochers, an author of the report.

The rise in tuition was probably driven more by the cost of

benefits, the addition of nonfaculty positions, and, of course,

declines in state support.



Howard J. Bunsis, a professor of accounting at Eastern Michigan

University and chair of the American Association of University

Professors’ Collective Bargaining Congress, wasn’t surprised by

the conclusions of the study.

"You see it on every campus—an increase in administration and a

decrease in full-time faculty, and an increase in the use of

part-time faculty," he said. With that trend, along with rising

tuition and falling state support, "you're painting a pretty fair

picture of higher ed," he continued. "It's not what it should be.

What's broken in higher ed is the priorities, and it's been broken

for a long time."

Growth in Student Services

Administrative bloat has been a perennial hot topic in

academe—in some ways, as hot as college costs. And the two are

frequently linked in debates over the future of higher ed. Some

observers—both inside and outside the industry—have cited an

ever-expanding bureaucracy as one cost driver, while other

observers have said that staff growth merely reflects the new

things colleges do and the new roles they are expected to perform.

The Delta Cost Project's report is unlikely to put the debate to rest,

but it might provide a clearer picture of what’s happening in

various sectors of the industry. In terms of adding manpower,

private research institutions maintained a clear lead over other

kinds of colleges. Their average headcount of employees per 1,000

students—at 456 in 2012, up from 434 in 2000—was far higher than

public research universities or private master’s and bachelor’s

institutions.

Generally, from 2000 to 2012, colleges expanded their use of

part-time instructors per student, while the numbers of full-time

instructors stayed flat or fell behind.

Among the sectors, however, there were anomalies: Private

research universities again stood out, as the only kind of

institution that added full-time professorships—an average of 16

per 1,000 full-time-equivalent students.



Community colleges stood out in another way: They lost positions

not only among full-time faculty members per student, but also

among part-time faculty members—the only sector to do so.

(While community colleges were falling behind on instructors,

they were adding professional staff members—an average of three

positions per 1,000 students.)

Across the board, the ratio of full-time-equivalent faculty

members to administrators has declined sharply since 1990.

Notable declines have occurred at public master’s and private

bachelor’s institutions. (See chart below.)

The report also makes clear that the expansion in wages and

salaries derived not from instruction, institutional support, or

academic support, but from student services, which can include

athletics, admissions, psychological counseling, and career

counseling, among other activities. Nearly every type of college

had increases in that area, with little growth, or even declines, in

other areas.

A Question of Mission

So why is that happening, and is it for the good of institutions or

not? That’s up for debate, depending on your perspective. Robert

E. Martin, a professor emeritus of economics at Centre College

who has studied the effect of administrative bloat on college costs,

said that the role of student services has been growing since the

early 1990s, when colleges believed that they had to provide more

services outside the classroom.

Those services aren’t necessarily central to the mission of most

institutions, Mr. Martin said. "At what point," he said, "does that

ratio of nonacademic staff to tenured faculty become completely

untenable?"

Other industries have found ways to outsource services that are

not central to what they do, but higher education has invested

more and more—as part of a strategy, he contended. Just as a

cable company bundles channels together and makes you pay for

them all, whether or not you watch them, colleges have bundled

counseling, athletics, campus activities, and other services with



the instructional side to justify charging more.

"All of those things they are bundling are adding to the price of

attendance," he said.

Naturally, people in student services see it differently. Patricia L.

Leonard, vice chancellor for student affairs at the University of

North Carolina at Wilmington, said that growth in student services

might reflect colleges’ response to increased regulation and

pressure from parents and policy makers.

Faculty members typically don't deal with legal disputes,

government regulations, athletics compliance, or intervention in

mental-health, sexual-assault, or disabilities issues—that’s the

professional staff's job, she said.

"When you put that all together, there may be increased staff, but

it's because campuses are trying to meet the need," she said. "Any

one case is extremely time-consuming."

People have come to expect that education extends to activities

outside the classroom, she said. Many of her staff members not

only coordinate with instructors, but also teach classes.

"It’s an integrated approach," she said, "and I don’t think that

would happen if it were outsourced."
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Tracy Mitrano •  4 months ago

see more

Anyone watching higher education administration for some time now is
probably not surprised by these findings but it is good to see more attention to
this area for a number of reasons.

First, much more than traditional administration (HR, Finance) is at stake:
student services, as is noted, are an integral component of the residential
student experience. For those concerned or at least interested in traditional
residential education, especially in light of anxieties about distance education,
these efforts should be recognized not as "extras" but as a pillar of the student
experience. That pillar includes peer networking, to be sure, but must be
supported by staff trained late adolescent and early adult development, mental
health, learning styles, social networking and other Internet and digital
proficiencies as well as the other common areas of student support such as
housing, clubs, sports and activities.

Second, much of what staff do is increasingly tied to core missions. Consider
for a moment distance education. Or "MOOCs" even. The support undergirding
the "sage on the stage" from IT, libraries, centers for teaching excellence, etc.
is sufficiently significant as to have changed many an IP policy ... and that
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cao3rd  •  4 months ago> Tracy Mitrano

With all due respect Tracy, there is nothing forcing the hiring of student
affairs staff. There is truly no connection to retention or graduation rates
in the studies that I have seen. Don't get me wrong I think these staff
are great and do important work . . . but when in comes down to it,
higher education is about education not about support, counseling,
student life or student activities. I have been in higher education for the
past 20 years and my sense of teaching and learning expectations is
that we have focused too much on student life and not enough on
academics. Whether face to face or on-line full time faculty generally
make a positive difference for the learning experience and are more
likely to set higher and consistent standards. The problem has been that
faculty, by their nature, do not have a strong, loud or collective voice
outside their institutions and we administrators have not supported the
true core of our institutions - the faculty - as we should and could have
while all of this staff hiring and part-time faculty replacement has been
occuring.
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• Reply •

AHcrank  •  4 months ago> cao3rd

Increasingly I have felt, and Tracy's comment confirms this, that
student life professionals believe that their activities are at the
heart of the academy. Let's get back to calling all that stuff extra-
curricular rather than co-curricular and put the focus (and
resources) on the instructor in the classroom.

  170

cynical1  •  4 months ago> AHcrank

Amen. Funny that the trend towards administrative bloat
in academe coincides with a period where the corporate
world focused on getting lean and de-layering.
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